
“I admit the honor of hosting Mr. Cabral at our offices in Warsaw, 
       where he enraptured the creative staff with his winning formula 
           for unlocking the hidden creative treasures within.”
  John Van Kannel
  CEO/Managing Director, The Lowe Group (Lowe GGK, PanMedia Western, GGK PR)

“When Nelson first showed up we all thought that we would be 
   getting yet another run-of-the-mill “how to working in the marketing 
                 industry better” routine. But that is not what we got. 
    Nelson delivered the most engaging and interactive presentation 
    that our company has ever had. Nelson’s deep knowledge about his   
              subject, and his ability to present in a highly engaging 
                       and impactful way inspired my team.”
  Greg Hemmings
  CEO/Executive Producer, Hemmings House Pictures

“Nelson’s annual multi-day workshops, held every year, 
   were challenging, motivating and inspiring. Loved his “Roxercises”. 
   Our senior team always returned from them enlightened and 
   reinvigorated to make our business, culture and brands even better.”
  Jim Rockwell
  Director of Marketing, Latin Percussion

“Nelson has the uncanny ability to walk into any room, 
  bring people together and inspire them to create truly amazing work.”
  Miguel LeBlanc
  Senior Art Director, Hudson Creative Agency

“Nelson’s drive to help us succeed could be felt in every presentation 
   he made. His creative leadership and inspiration has resulted in the 
  most innovative and successful campaigns in our company’s history.”
  Stacey Montgomery-Clark
  VP of Marketing, SABIAN Cymbals Ltd.

Rave Reviews for Nelson!



“We had many brainstorming creative meetings 
                          and rebranding workshops that were led by Nelson. 
     We looked forward to these meetings because they were creative 
             and different each time and always resulted in new ideas 
     that we were able to develop into our creative strategy and brands.”   
  Heidi Schaeffer
  Creative Director, Kaman Music Corporation

    “Nelson spoke at our year-end company retreat effectively
                                          inspiring and educating our creative team. 
      His ability to manage and capture an audience is impressive. 
              We would hire and recommend Nelson as a Speaker any day.”
  Steve Foster
  Producer/Operations Manager, Hemmings House Pictures

“We invited Nelson to be our keynote speaker to share his experiences 
             and inspire other entrepreneurs. The entire audience 
      was extremely impressed with Nelson’s keynote presentation, 
and his high quality of delivery demonstrated that he does his research
  and is always well-prepared. His passionate and enthusiastic style 
                 kept us entertained while imparting high quality insights.”
  Karen Robinson
  Executive Director, CBDC

“We greatly enjoyed Nelson’s creative approach in offering lasting 
   presentation and creativity skills training to our safety professionals.            
          Feedback from the participants was overwhelmingly positive,      
       and training has resulted in many “aha!” moments for the team.”   
  Erik Matchett
  Director, Corporate Relations and Communications, NB Power

      “Nelson entertained and inspired our students with his stellar 
            keynote presentation again this year. His depth of knowledge 
                            and experience shows his real creative genius.”
  Dale Ritchie
  President, McKenzie College School of Art and Design
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